Abstract Each year, latest state of the art technologies and algorithms arise that claim and prove to out-shine their predecessors. One such algorithm is the Colour-based Retina Key-point (CREAK) descriptor, which is based on the FAST Retina Key-point (FREAK) descriptor with the included functionality of considering colour information in its Key-point description. This paper explores the implementation of CREAK in a -visual odometry application by means of a comparative study of the more well-known FREAK algorithm. Although FREAK achieved more accurate odometry when key-points were abundant, this proved to be too computationally expensive. CREAK on the other hand outperformed FREAK when key-points are scarce due to its lack of false-positive matches.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the modern age of automation, odometry is the prevalent field of interest. Finding a computationally efficient method to determine odometry that is accurate as well as cost effective is no simple task. Visual odometry is the method of determining location by using visual image input. In most cases, visual odometry is required by unmanned robotic vehicles to determine their current location, and therefore visual odometry is required to be in real--frames per second (FPS), since according to the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [1] on which the odometry is performed, the camera setup is set to capture an image every 100 ms or at a rate of 10 FPS.
In visual odometry, the input image needs to be processed to determine detected key-points. These keypoints then need to be described and then matched to the same key-points in a later point in time. Thereafter, the visual odometry is determined. This paper will focus on the description aspect of the visual odometry problem. The Fast Retina Key-point (FREAK) descriptor was first introduced by Alahi et al. in [2] , which is inspired by the human retina. This descriptor is a binary descriptor, meaning that the hamming distance can be calculated to determine matches, which is highly efficient computationally.
The FREAK descriptor is highly respected in the image processing community due to its high descriptiveness and low computational complexity. More recently, Chen et al.
[3] proposed the Colour-based Retina Key-point (CREAK) descriptor, that, similar to FREAK, is modelled after the human retina. However, CREAK takes the colour-space information into account when computing the descriptor, resulting in higher descriptive power.
The outline of this paper is as follows: The next section will discuss the related work performed in the field of visual odometry and key-point detectors and descriptors, followed by section III describing the experimental design used for the evaluation of the visual odometry by using FREAK and CREAK. In section IV some results will be given and discussed. Finally, the paper will conclude in section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Key-point Detectors
A key-point is a point in an image that can be detected and reliably re-detected by key-point detector software. Many detectors have been created throughout the years, each implementing their own variation for determining keypoints from an image. The first approach for detectors include corner detection methods, that function by comparing the neighbouring pixel intensities around a pixel Another more complex approach for detectors were designed that makes use of the responses of certain filters to determine possible key-points. The Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) detector [4] is a highly robust and efficient detector that makes use of the former. In FAST, a pixel of interest p is considered within the image. Thereafter, a circle of 16 pixels surrounding the pixel of interested is compared against a threshold intensity value. Should a continuous number N of surrounding pixels with their respective intensities, be within the threshold value, the pixel of interest will be labelled a key-point.
More recently, Rublee et al. in [6] proposed the Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) detector and descriptor. ORB identified that the FAST detector does not provide a measure for cornerness, and after determining FAST keypoints, a Harris corner measure in employed as in [7] to place the FAST key-points in order. Thereafter ORB picks the top N key-points. Once key-points have been detected using a detector algorithm such as FAST or ORB, they are not yet useful for the visual odometry application. For them to serve their purpose as landmarks in visual odometry, each key-point needs to be described such as to recognize them when seen in a later point in time. Such algorithms are known as descriptors.
Feature based descriptors can be categorized into two main groups, float-point based and binary descriptors. Floatpoint based descriptors such as the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [8] and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [9] use a vector of histograms to describe the keypoint. Therefore, the Euclidian distance between the keypoints need to be calculated in the matching process.
The binary descriptor algorithms such as ORB [6] , FREAK [2] , and CREAK [3] makes use of a bit-set array as a descriptor. This allows for the hamming distance to be calculated between key-points in the matching process, which is significantly faster to perform. B. FREAK Descriptor FREAK is a binary descriptor modelled after the human retina. The retina comprises of multiple concentric areas known as kernels, that each has a concentration of ganglion cells that gets denser the closer they are to the foveal (Centre of the eye) as shown in Fig. 1 . The region where light influences the response of a ganglion cell is the receptive field, which increases in size with radial distance from the foveal. The special distribution of ganglion cells are distributed into four main regions, each detecting exponentially less resolution and image detail proportional to the distance from the foveal. This decrease in resolution can be interpreted as body resource optimisation.
Re-creating the retinal analogy digitally, photoreceptors determine the light intensity of pixels within an image, then the ganglion cells compare the average pixel intensities from specific areas to one another to determine the binary string descriptor. This process is described below:
To replicate the distribution of ganglion cells, the sampling pattern seen in Fig. 2 , is created around the key-point point of interest with each kernel area representing a retinal receptive field.
Each kernel is smoothed to be less sensitive to noise and the average pixel intensity of each kernel is determined.
The intensities of each kernel is compared to each other, and bit set depending on the difference in intensities.
Since there are 43 kernels as shown in Fig. 2 , leaving a total of 903 possible matching pairs, not all pairs need to be compared as not all convey useful information. Therefore, an approach similar to ORB [6] was taken to learn the best 512 matching pairs for the descriptor from training data. The binary descriptor F is constructed by thresholding the difference between pairs of receptive fields with their corresponding Gaussian kernel. In other words, F is a binary string formed by a sequence of one-bit Difference of Gaussians (DoG):
where Pa is a pair of receptive fields, N is the desired size of the descriptor, and T(Pa) is:
Since 512 matching pairs are considered, the descriptor will be 512 bits (or 64 bytes) in size.
C. CREAK Descriptor
CREAK is also a binary descriptor modelled after the human retina and is built upon the foundations laid by FREAK. Due to the nature of modern binary descriptors such as ORB [6] and FREAK [2] , only the grey intensity values of images are considered. This negates a significant amount of descriptive information that can be achieved by considering the blue, red and green colour values. According to Chen et al. in [3] , by taking the colour-space information into account will significantly aid in creating a descriptor that is more robust and discriminative.
As in FREAK, the CREAK descriptor functions with a deliberate sampling pattern, designed to mimic the functionality of the human retina and the spatial distribution of ganglion cells in receptive fields. However, the CREAK descriptor had made alterations to the design of the sampling pattern, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Due to the overlapping that occurs in the innermost kernels, spatial redundancy increases and therefore promotes better discriminative power in the CREAK descriptor. Because colour information is being considered, the density of photoreceptive cone cells (which determine colour information) is higher than rods (which determine light intensity) near the foveal as shown in Fig. 4 . The kernels near the centre are then decreased further to preserve colour information and to better resemble the retina model.
The CREAK descriptor algorithm is based on the foundation laid by FREAK, and from the article describing CREAK in [3], the general operational process of CREAK remains the same as in FREAK, however the colour image is split into its three components, to reveal three separate grey images, each representing the colour-spaces for blue, green and red intensities. The average kernel intensities are then determined for each of the three colour-spaces, and the kernel comparisons are performed for each. The binary descriptor D is then constructed by thresholding the difference between pairs of receptive fields with their corresponding Gaussian kernel, but repeated once for each of the three colour-spaces. In other words, D is a binary string formed by a concatenation of sequences of one-bit Difference of Gaussians (DoG):
and Ci is defined as:
where B, G, R represent colour channels blue, green, and red, while Bi, Gi, and Ri are colour test pairs of receptive fields with their respective corresponding channels. The form of T(Bi), T(Gi) and T(Ri) are each functionally the same as T(Pa) in FREAK, described by (2).
The complete binary descriptor D of size N is formed by concatenating three N/3 binary test results with Chen et al. in [3] claiming that N = 192 is the optimal descriptor size, and enlarging the size yields no apparent improvement. Therefore 64 bits are reserved for each colour-space.
D. Visual Odometry
Complex solutions to visual odometry known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [10] , exist and are widely used in the robotics and automation community. Some of these SLAM solutions such as [11] , [12] use complex algorithms to determine the 3D coordinates of each key-point, then stores the key-point, its 3D relative coordinates, as well as description in a database. Then from recognizing key-points from the database later in time, and from a different perspective, the SLAM algorithm can then calculate the new current position of the vehicle.
Less complex solutions exist that can take several matched key-points from two images taken from different translation and rotation. This is done by using the Essential matrix discussed in [13] . Once the Essential matrix is known, R, t and the camera matrices can be recovered from it, where R is the rotation and t is the translation matrices. The accuracy of the rotation and translation values are solely dependent on the quality of matched key-points. Therefore, if the pixel locations of matched key-points are without error, the resulting odometry obtained will be without error as well.
The Essential matrix approach only takes two image frames into consideration. Therefore, no knowledge of prior detected key-points exist. This also implies that if an error occurs at any point in time, the error will be taken forward without any hope of restoration, unless loop closure methods are introduced. Nistér in [13] proposed that the Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC) outlier detector be used when computing the Essential matrix.
RANSAC is an iterative algorithm that randomly samples five points from the set of matched key-points, determines the Essential matrix, then checks if all other points are inliers with the model. After a fixed number of iterations, the Essential matrix with which the maximum number of matched key-points agree, is used.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
For this study, the CREAK descriptor will be evaluated against the FREAK descriptor and will be compared specifically in a visual odometry implementation. The Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 environment will be used to perform all necessary tasks in C++. Chen in [3] claimed that using the ORB detector for both FREAK as well as CREAK yielded unbiased results, thus the ORB detector is used.
Before the descriptors are implemented in visual odometry, they first need to be re-created from their respective articles. The OpenCV library includes the FREAK descriptor, thus it can be used to verify the re-created FREAK algorithm. Although the OpenCV library includes a FREAK function, it is necessary to re-create the FREAK descriptor algorithm because the CREAK descriptor that is to be created, will be built upon the foundation laid by FREAK. Therefore, by re-creating the FREAK descriptor, the performance of CREAK can be more accurately determined, as any bias from lack of optimization can be negated.
The operational flow of the odometry evaluation application as is shown in Fig. 5 : As described in Fig 5, the application iterates through all the frames from the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [1] dataset, considering two sequential frames at a time. Keypoints are extracted for each individual frame, and then described using the FREAK or CREAK descriptor as desired. The described key-points are then matched to identify correlating key-points on each frame, and then used to determine the Essential matrix. From this, the pose is recovered, and the translation determined. The results are then plotted as the trajectory.
IV. RESULTS
To compare the descriptor results, the images had been taken from the University of Oxford Visual Geometry Dataset [14] . Each dataset consists of a scene, and five variations thereof. Each scene has a different type of transformation occurring, such as viewpoint change, rotation, zoom, blur and luminance. Fig. 9 to Fig. 16 show the most difficult, successful result of each dataset. TABLE I shows the results of FREAK and CREAK on the datasets. The time in ms for the descriptor to perform description as well as the number of matches achieved (in some cases where applicable, incorrect matches are indicated with a forward slash in the form #matches/#correct_matches).
The compared image scenes from the dataset take the first scene as reference and iterate through the varying difficulties (the sixth scene will always have the most extreme transformation and will thus be most difficult) and is shown as reference_image|compared_image. As shown by TABLE I, the FREAK descriptor was significantly faster than CREAK, however this was expected as Chen et al. in [3] also found that the description times were almost twice that of FREAK.
Comparing the matching results of the FREAK and CREAK descriptors in TABLE I, we can see that the results are very similar. FREAK does have slightly more matches in every scenario, however CREAK appears to be more consistent, achieving less false positive matches. In two cases, FREAK claimed to have 4 and 5 matches, of which all were incorrect. This is detrimental in a visual odometry implementation, as any false positive match can have huge effects on the odometry error. This was put to test in a visual odometry implementation, where a crude and minimalistic visual odometry algorithm was set up.
The visual material was downloaded from the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [1] and a simple C++ application Fig. 6 . Detected and Tracked Key-points using the CREAK descriptor was created to display the results. Fig. 6 displays the keypoints drawn over the image. The cyan lines are connecting lines that match key-points to their location in the previous frame. Once again, the ORB detector was used in three of the experiments that were performed. The ORB detector was set to generate 500, 1000 and 2000 key-points respectively in each experiment. The odometry results obtained for 2000 frames can be found in Fig. 7 , where the cyan path represents the ground truth, the magenta representing FREAK and the red representing CREAK. Fig. 7 we can conclude that even though the visual odometry algorithm itself is nowhere near ideal, for the purposes of evaluating the CREAK descriptor in a visual odometry environment, it is sufficient. In each case where the ORB detector had been used, CREAK is clearly superior to FREAK in terms of descriptive power. The odometry path created by using CREAK bears closer resemblance to the ground truth, compared to FREAK in each case of 500, 1000 and 2000 key-points. Performance for more than 2000 key-points were not explored, because as TABLE II shows, more key-points would take longer to compute, and th -performance.
In Fig. 8 , where the FAST detector had been used, FREAK does in fact yield better results when compared to the results of CREAK, however this is theorized to be due to the fact that using the FREAK descriptor always results in a higher number of matches, although not always correct matches, as shown in TABLE I. Due to the sheer volume of key-points generated by the FAST detector, and the 5-point relative pose method of [13] in the Essential matrix, there were enough correct matches to nullify the incorrect matches, and therefore FREAK allowed the Essential matrix to more accurately model the odometry. The CREAK descriptor had been implemented in a crude visual odometry algorithm, and results compared to the more well-known FREAK descriptor. Results showed that FREAK was more accurate in terms of odometry when ample keypoints were supplied. However, the computation time was much slower than 10 FPS, and could thus not classify as --points are supplied, CREAK outperforms FREAK by a notable margin, therefore we can conclude that in a visual odometry environment specifically, CREAK is not only viable, but superior to FREAK as a rival binary descriptor, as it demonstrated more reliable descriptive power, especially al-
Although not pursued in this study, CREAK is theorised to be advantageous in a SLAM environment, as its smaller bit size requires less storage when a large database of descriptors had been acquired, therefore future work will evaluate the CREAK descriptor in a -SLAM application.
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